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INTRODUCTION 

Curtin IT Services (CITS), the information and communication technology (ICT) provider of Curtin University,  recently 
adopted a model for eResearch Support. It leverages the strong expertise and capability in the centralised commodity ICT 
services while providing flexible solutions to the needs of the research community and specific research projects. 

BACKGROUND 

Curtin University has a centralised information and communication technology service, Curtin IT Services. 
Consolidation and de-duplication of effort over the past several years mean all commodity infrastructure and desktop 
management, and most application and web development is provided by CITS. In the context of ICT a commodity is a 
common and standardisable product or service that has a consistent quality. Examples are fileservers at the backend, a 
fleet of desktop computers at the frontend, and a service such as help desk support. An espoused benefit of centralising 
ICT services is the freeing of resources resulting from reducing duplicated effort.  

The Chief Information Officer identified the need to align the internal structure more with University business needs and 
less with the organisational chart. A proposal was developed through 2009 for team focussed on the needs of researchers.  

IMPLEMENTATION 

On 1st January 2010 the position of Associate Director eResearch Support, and eResearch and Advanced Computing 
Support (eRACS) team were formed. Significant effort went into defining the roles, responsibilities and processes of the 
eResearch Support portfolio and eRACS team. It was important to prevent confusion for staff and clients and avoid 
diluting the effort dedicated to working with researchers. The ongoing de-duplication initiative was a driver in 
determining that the eRACS team would build on the capabilities and capacity of the whole of CITS. Leveraging the 
broad technology, expertise and effort whenever possible ensured the benefits of stability and efficiency. The eRACS 
team was able to focus on supporting specialised technology, (e.g. clusters), or specialised use of commodity technology. 

A major influence on the arrangement was the refinement of the CITS view of eResearch as “the enhancement of 
research outcomes through the use of information and communication technology”. This was derived from a technology 
service provider perspective of the maturing of eLearning. Mainstream adoption occurred when technology was used to 
create learning environments that match the learning behaviour and patterns of students, positively affecting learning 
outcomes. eResearch is similarly using technology to allow the practice of research to be undertaken with a step change 
in the scope, scale and speed of research. The technology itself does not matter. From this perspective innovative use of 
the simplest technology can be described as eResearch if it has a significant effect for the researcher. 

A model (Figure 1) was developed to illustrate how CITS manages research-related projects. There are two types of 
eResearch projects; research enabling infrastructure and research project collaboration. The first is an underlying 
platform for broad use by the research community. The later is a specific, often funded, research project with a scholarly 
objective. The eRACS team is the internal sponsor and drives interactions with researchers to determine project 
requirements or identify common community needs. Both streams are managed through the CITS Project Office. Each 
project incorporates a technology lifecycle plan that aligns with commodity maintenance provided by respective CITS 
teams. If necessary the eRACS team remains responsible for aspects of the ongoing maintenance and support. 

OUTCOMES 

The model has been tested successful in both streams. An example of the research collaboration projects is the 
development of a community engagement site in support of nursing mothers in regional areas [1]. An ARC Fellow was 
struggling for 12 months to find assistance to create the site despite having funding. Within 3 months of making contact 
with the (planned) eResearch team the site was live with security, forums, video streams and surveys. Maintenance of 
local research clusters, such as that used by the Curtin Institute of Radio Astronomy [2], have been transferred to eRACS. 
Research enabling infrastructure projects that are currently underway include: 

 eResearch Toolbox: a collection of internal and external resources presented in a research-practice oriented format 
[3]; 

 University Research Data Management System: a combination of the Seeding the Commons and Data Capture 
project streams funded by Australian National Data Services (ANDS) [4]; and, 

 Enabling Platform for Online Collaboration: a pilot of integrated workspaces and tools for research collaboration. 
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Figure 1: Responsibilities in the Lifecycle of eResearch Projects 

Another positive outcome is the level of engagement between CITS with the Office of Research and Development and 
Curtin University Library. This will be strengthened in future as the processes become more robust and embedded in 
researcher expectations.  

There are some issues that need to be resolved. Funding for research projects without an adequate budget for ICT may be 
resolved by earlier engagement with researchers in the planning stages. At present unfunded work needs to be queued to 
use available resources. A clear method is needed for determining prioritisation of resources for research enabling 
infrastructure against teaching and learning and administration. Historically research has been underserved.  

CONCLUSION 

The model adopted by Curtin IT Services to provide flexible and innovative solutions required to support research in a 
corporate ICT environment is proving successful. The key premise is that research comes before technology with a 
mutual obligation for solutions to be based on technical merit. This can mean working with commodity technology that is 
fit for purpose.  

The model is extensible to national infrastructure. Facilities provided by the likes of iVEC [5] and Australian Research 
Collaboration Services [6] are all commodity services, from the insitutional perspective, which can provide a sustainable 
foundation for building unique solutions.  
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Curtin IT Services Teams 
eR: eResearch Support      PO: Project Office 
CS: Client Services      Inf: Infrastructure 
BS: Business Systems      IM: Information Management 
FTG: Future Tech. Group      Ext: External expertise
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